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A method for modifying segmented human voxel models is depicted. The method is a 
practical approach to set up voxel models for dose calculations in medical physics. It could 
also be applied in other fields requiring human voxel models. The basic strategy of the 
method is: 1. Generate triangulated surfaces from voxel representations of the objects (organs, 
bones, or tissues) of a segmented human voxel model. 2. Perform surface deformations and/or 
rearrangements. 3. Reconstruct voxel representations from the triangulated surfaces and put 
them back into the segmented human voxel model. The voxel volume of the modified organs 
can be adjusted up to the volume of half a voxel. The practicability of the method is 
demonstrated by means of the spleen of a leukaemia patient. 
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Segmented human voxel models (voxel models are also termed voxel phantoms) are built 
from slices generated from Computer-Tomography (CT) or Magnetic-Resonance-Imagin 
(MRI) devices. Within each slice, all obiects (organs, bones, or tissues) are separated from the 
surrounding area, this process is known as segmentation, and their internal volume is 
referenced by an index number (grey value). Each slice is subdivided into three-dimensional 
cells which are called voxels. A voxel is a volumetric pixel, i.e., a three-dimensional 
representation of a pixel which includes the thickness of the slice. All slices are described by a 
matrix of X ×  Y ×  Z cells. Hence a segmented human voxel model consists of a matrix of X 
×  Y ×  Z elements where each element refers to a voxel which has a definite grey value. 

The voxel models are especially used in medical physics [1]. They are important in particular 
for computer codes which calculate equivalent doses of body regions using Monte Carlo 
methods [2]. The modification of the voxel models is mandatory, for example, in order to 
adapt their organ masses (or volumes, respectively) to listed reference values and, thus, 
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represent the average of a whole population rather than an individual person. When the voxel 
representation of an arbitrary shaped organ is known, it is easy to calculate the centre of mass 
vector, the inertial tensor, or the volume of that organ.  
The voxel models can also find a wide spectrum of applications beside medical physics. The 
automobile industry (especially crash tests with virtual dummys), the defence industry, and 
the aerospace industry are potential fields of application for instance [2]. 

The basic strategy of the proposed method reads: 
1. Generate triangulated surfaces from voxel representations of the objects (organs, bones, or 
tissues). 
2. Perform surface deformations and/or rearrangements. 
3. Reconstruct voxel representations from surface representations. 
 
The strategy is already implicitly contained in reference [3], which is primarily concerned 
with true volume transformations of medical images in connection with (real-time) 
simulations of surgical procedures. Reference [3] is an excellent article and suitable for 
mathematicians and computer scientist working in this field. Our method (,i.e., our realisation 
of the strategy), which is suggested in the following, differs a lot from article [3]. It is 
addressed to segmented human voxel models, i.e., all objects have only one grey value. 
Therefore, the volume transformation is quite different and much more simple. A true volume 
transformation is not taken into account. Further, simulations of surgical procedures are not 
intended and are also not possible. However, our method can be performed by every scientist 
and even by such kind of people who have only a small knowledge in computer science.  
 
After describing our method in detail in section !, we present first results in section ". Then 
we finalise our proposal with a conclusion in section #. 

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This section describes the realisation of the basic strategy in detail. For the actual realisation, 
we take advantage of three software packages: ANALYZE [4], AVW [4], and AMAPI 3D 
[5]. ANALYZE is an interactive 3D visualization and analysis system. It is based on the 
comprehensive $ ( isualization $orkshop) library. AVW is a library of imaging 
functions which permits exploration and analysis of multidimensional and multimodal 
biometical image data sets. And AMAPI 3D is a 3D graphics software package with advanced 
modelling capabilities (NURBS, Dynamic Geometry, Surface Subdidvision, etc.). 

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The first aim is to generate a triangulated surface from the voxel representation of an organ. 
We assume in the following that we have a segmented human voxel model available which 
consists of several organs. The data file of the segmented human voxel model is referred to as 
``SHVM´´. The data file consists of a header section (usually 4096 Byte) and a bit matrix as 
data structure. Further, we understand by the arrow ``´´ the following: Go there by 
(standard) mouse and click.  
First of all we produce a binary file from an organ of the SHVM file by using ANALYZE. Let 
Ω be the organ number. Do next: File Load As SHVM Input Minimum = Ω, Input 
Maximum = Ω Threshold (active) Load. 
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Then produce a triangulated surface by doing: Process  Modelling  Tiler  Marching 
Cubes  Build. 
Finally save the triangulated surface as a DXF file: File  Save Surface  (Autocat) dxf  
Save. DXF stands for Drawing Interchange File Format. Although it could be either an ASCII 
or binary format, we understand under DXF an ASCII format. More information about DXF 
can be found in [12]. The DXF file, generated by ANALYZE, contains the vectors of the 
triangular vertices. The above mentioned Step ``Marching Cubes´´ indicates that the 
triangulated surface is explicitly created by the marching cubes technique [6]. If the 
computation of the surface lasts to long, we suggest to reduce the number of triangles. This 
can be done by applying method [7] or method [8].
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The marching cubes algorithm works with dimensionless voxels. As a consequence of this 
one has to scale (, i.e., multiply) the triangle vectors of the DXF file (surface file) by the voxel 
dimensions (dimX, dimY, dimZ). We would like to remark further that all vectors of the DXF 
file must be shifted by -dimX/2, -dimY/2, and -dimZ/2. Note that a triangle does not stick on 
the exterior of a voxel but cuts its centre. 
The tasks described above (, i.e., scaling and shifting) can easily be done with a ( program. 
The reading and writing routines are a little bit more elaborated. They can similarly be 
performed as in [13] and [14]. 

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After the post-processing of the surface, we can perform surface deformations and 
rearrangements using the software package AMAPI 3D. AMAPI 3D offers a few possibilities 
for scene file management and many opportunities for modelling. (It is possible within 
AMAPI to group objects together. Hence, if one object is beaten out the adjacent object is 
dinted.) However, we will restrict ourselves of some necessary options.  
With respect to the file management, we suggest to work with ``Import´´ and ``Export´´ rather 
than ``Open´´and ``Merge´´. 
In order to insert an organ into a scene, do: File   Import   DXF   file name   Open. 
And to unload a scene, fulfil: File   Export   DXF   file name   Save. Unfortunately, 
AMAPI 3D does not save a scene in the same DXF format as it was imported until now. That 
is, the imported post-processing file of the surface, which is a DXF file with 3D Face entities, 
is exported as a DXF file which has POLYLINE entities. However, one can ship around this 
problem by making use of the free software package 3Dwin [9]. 3Dwin is a 3D file converter. 
To transform a DXF file with POLYLINE entities into a DXF file with 3Dface entities, 
simply import the DXF file in 3Dwin and export it as DXF with the option ``3DFACE´´. 
For modelling an object (organ) of a scene, we used the tool ``Local Deformers´´ which 
consists of the deformers ``Mold´´, ``Scale´´, and ``Rotate´´. All of them can work on NURBS 
[10] objects. 
``Mold´´ moves the  surface points belonging to the area of influence according to the offset 
which is applied to a single point. The further a point of the area of influence is from the main 
selected point, the weaker is the force of  attraction to it, that is, the smaller is the offset 
applied to it. The force of attraction can be adjusted. 
``Scale´´ and ``Rotate´´ act on a meshed control box. The density of the mesh can be 
modified. ``Scale´´ and ``Rotate´´ are not discussed any further, as they are standard. 

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Having done the surface deformations and rearrangements, we now proceed to the point 
where we generate a voxel representation from a modified triangulated surface. The situation 
is illustrated in figure . Note that the triangular vectors refer to the same coordinate system as 
the voxels do. In principle, ``we fill in the surface with voxels´´, i.e., we do the following: 
1. We determine the ``minimum voxel´´ and the ``maximum voxel´´for each direction of the 
coordinate system. The ``minimum voxel´´ is the voxel which can be within the surface and is 
nearest located to the origin (of the coordinate system). Likewise the ``maximum voxel´´ is 
the voxel which can be within the surface and is furthest away from the origin. 
2. We decide for all voxels lying between the ``minimum voxels´´ and  the ``maximum 
voxels´´ whether they are inside or outside the surface. 
 
The detailed proceeding is depicted in the Nassi-Shneider structure chart of figure !. This 
structure chart was converted into a ( program.  
At first the minimum voxels and the maximum voxels are calculated. Let f(xmin)  be the 
minimum x-coordinate of all triangle vectors, and lx the x-dimension of a voxel. If we define 
Fmin := f(xmin)/lx, we can calculate the index xmin of the minimum voxel in x-direction due to 
the pseudo-code formulation, 
                                          xmin = integer(Fmin) + 1 
                                          If (Fmin > integer(Fmin) + 0.5) xmin = xmin + 1 
The index xmax of the maximum voxel in x-direction is numerically calculated by 
                                          xmax = integer(Fmax)  
                                          If (Fmax  integer(Fmax) + 0.5) xmax = xmax + 1, 
where the fraction between the maximum x-coordinate f(xmax) and lx is denoted by Fmax. 
Obviously, the expression `integer()´ in the above given pseudo-code formulations indicates 
the integer function. The computation of the indices of the minimum and maximum voxel in 
y- and z-direction is analogous.  
Next the vectors of the centres of the voxels are computed. This point does not need much 
discussion as the vector coordinates are easily determined by the voxel numbers and voxel 
dimensions. 
The remaining steps of figure ! deal with the explicit determination whether a voxel is inside 
or outside the volume. For this purpose, we theoretically put a straight line through the centre 
of a given voxel. Then we calculate the number ns of intersection points between the straight 
line and the triangular surfaces for each direction. If  ns  is an odd number, the corresponding 
voxel is accepted, i.e., it is inside the volume. It is enough, in principle, to concentrate on one 
direction of the straight line only. However, in order to minimize errors resulting from 
computational inaccuracies and thus get a stable algorithm, we consider both directions of the 
straight line. The additional computation does not cost noteworthy computer time. Please note 
that the triangulated surfaces under consideration are closed, simply connected, and free of 
double points. The space is subdivided into two domains: an inner domain and an outer 
domain. By starting at an inner point and moving along an arbitrarily oriented (!) straight line 
one comes from the inner domain into the outer domain. As the orientation of the straight line 
does not play any role for the domain change, we choose the straight line to be parallel to the 
x-axis for convenience.  
 
The calculation of an intersection point with a triangular surface is done in two steps. At first 
we calculate whether the straight line cuts the plane which is given by the vectors of the 
triangular surface.  
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If  an intersection point with the plane exists, we determine in a second step whether the 
intersection point lies within the triangular surface. Here we embark on this strategy: Let ´a´, 
´b´, and ´c´ be the sides of the triangle and ´A´, ´B´, and ´C´ its vertices; cf. figure 3. Then a 
point ´P´ is inside the triangle if the following three conditions are fulfilled: 
1. (angle between ´a´ and  ´c´) ≥   (angle between line segment ´AP´ and ´c´) 
2. (angle between ´b´ and  ´a´) ≥   (angle between line segment ´BP´ and ´a´) 
3. (angle between ´c´ and  ´b´) ≥   (angle between line segment ´CP´ and ´b´) 
 
In case there is no intersection point with the plane in which the respective triangular surface 
is embedded, we check whether the straight line is embedded in that plane, and if so, whether 
the centre of the voxel is inside the triangular surface. If the voxel is within the triangular 
surface, the voxel is accepted. A case where no intersection point with the given plane exists 
but the voxel is accepted is two-dimensionally sketched in figure 4. The voxel with centre 
point P is dashed drawn. The shape of the organ is chosen to be U-shaped (full solid line). The 
triangle of the triangulated surface which contains point P is dashed and dotted depicted. The 
plane in which the triangle is embedded is the xz-plane (small wormed solid line). The 
straight line being parallel to the x-axis is dashed and double dotted (thick line) drawn. 
With respect to point P, the straight line cuts two triangular surfaces (one at the border) in 
each direction. Thus the voxel center point P would not be accepted due to the above given 
rule whereupon ns must be an odd number. 
If  a tolerance is admitted and, hence, point P forms a pyramid with the corresponding 
triangular surface, one has to project P onto the plane, in which the triangular surface is 
embedded, along its normal. It is valid again: If the voxel is within the triangular surface, the 
voxel is accepted. 
 
We would like to remark that at first sight it seems to be convenient to consider only triangles 
lying in one slice. However, this ansatz is not that convenient since the triangulated surface 
can arbitrarily be deformed. Hence, the slice-by-slice structure is destroyed in general. 
 
Depending on the surface structure, it is sometimes possible to calculate the volume of an 
organ (object) with AMAPI 3D after a surface deformation. AMAPI 3D has no problems if 
the surface is convex. If the surface is starlike, however, the problem occurs how to find the 
point to which the surface is starlike. In contrary to AMAPI 3D, the volume can always and 
easily be computed after a voxel representation has been generated. The only thing which is to 
do is to count the voxels and multiply them with their dimensions (dimX, dimY, dimZ). 
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The next step of our method is to insert the voxel representation of a modified organ into the 
original (human) voxel model. 

For this purpose, we wrote a + [14, 15] script and made use of the AVW functions for the 
read/write procedures. The script has essentially two parts. 
 
The first part is concerned with neutralizing  the respective organ in the original voxel model. 
In order to neutralize the original organ, we simply transform its grey value into the grey 
value for adipose tissue or/and into the grey value for muscle tissue, since these tissues 
normally surround an organ. 
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Neutralizing  the respective organ in the original voxel model is important with respect to the 
fact that the modified organ can be a little bit displaced (so that the adjacency organs are not 
affected) and/or become smaller in comparison to the original organ. In this case, it is 
normally not enough to purely rewrite the original organ by the modified organ. If the 
modified organ is larger than the original one plus the adjacency adipose tissue and/or muscle 
tissue or if the modified organ is as much displaced that it overlaps with other organs, one 
must first rearrange the other organs (compare subsection !"). 

The second part of our + script writes the modified organ, which data file consists of `0´ and 
`1´, into the original voxel model. It is asked for each voxel lying between the minimum and 
maximum voxel in x-, y-, or z-direction (cf. subsection !#) whether its value is `1´. If so, then 
the grey value of the modified organ is written into the original voxel model (at the place of 
the voxel under consideration) by using the corresponding AVW routine. Otherwise nothing 
is changed.  

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In general it is not possible to accurately achieve a definite volume of an organ with AMAPI 
3D. Therefore, we suggest making use of our fine tuning algorithm. Our fine tuning algorithm 
can be applied when a voxel representation of the organ is given. 
It is actually an erode algorithm (which is also written in +-. Therefore, the respective 
volume must have been created a little bit to large. If the erode algorithm alone is regarded as 
to inconvenient, one can additionally set up a dilate  algorithm. The set up of the dilate 
algorithm is similar to the erode algorithm. 
The strategy of our erode algorithm is as follows; compare figure 5: 
 
Initially we compute the number of voxels of the difference volume () which is 
obtained by subtracting the objective volume from the given organ volume. The objective 
volume can be a reference volume which is taken from the ICRP [17]. The focus on the 
number of voxels of the difference volume is sufficient with respect to the break condition 
and saves computer time in opposite to a full volume calculation. The voxel file of the organ 
is a binary file which has the same slice size as the file of the corresponding human voxel 
model. 
 
The basic procedure is to go for all slices (z-values) from one side to the other side and 
exchange the grey value of the first organ voxel which is met. The new grey values indicate 
the voxels which have to be removed or transformed in adipose tissues or muscles, 
respectively. Every z-slice (xy-area) has to be passed through four times: from left to right 
and vice versa, and from top to bottom and vice versa. Walking from left to right means for 
example that the x-values increase for each y-value. When a organ voxel is met the y-value is 
changed. 
The procedure is as long repeated as the break condition is fulfilled, i.e., until the number of 
modified voxels is equal or larger than  minus a half. This condition ensures that the 
final volume of the reduced organ is not larger (or smaller) than the objective volume plus 
(minus) a half of the volume of a voxel.  
In general our erode algorithm is much more accurate than the erode algorithm of ANALYZE 
which erodes a whole closed voxel chain  at least. 
The sequence ``Do final work´´ contains five steps:  Creation of an output image file, ! 
Exchange of grey values, " Overwrite the old organ (of the human voxel model) by the 
reduced one, # Save AVW volume structure on disk, and * Close file and destroy volume. 
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Steps .!.#. and * are easily done by using AVW routines (cf. [4]).  Step " is performed in 
such a way: It is asked for all relevant voxels whether the grey value of the reduced organ 
indicates muscle tissue (or adipose tissue). If so, the grey value of the old organ is exchanged 
by this grey value. 
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In order to demonstrate our above depicted method, we altered the spleen of a 40 years old 
female leukaemia patient. Due to the leukaemia, the spleen is nearly twice as big as normal. 
Some relevant slices of the original voxel model where the spleen is mapped is shown in 
figure 6 (left column). The spleen is mapped on altogether 13 slices of the original model. 
Each slice [16] has a thickness of 1.0 cm and consists of a matrix of 256×256 cells with an 
area of 0.1875cm×0.1875cm. The triangulated surface of the spleen, which is present after 
step !! is imaged in figure  7. Figure 7 shows also the left kidney which is treated as a 
reference organ in order to give a guideline. Next we scaled and deformed the spleen; 
compare figure 8. The original volume was 291.2 cm3whereasthe objective volume, which 
was taken from the ICRP [17], is 150.0 cm3. We scaled the volume by a factor 3 5.0 . Then we 
gave the spleen a small bump by relocating the control points  of the surface within a circle 
(which can be seen in figure 8). The bump should serve as an example for a deformation. 
After that the scaled and deformed surface of the spleen was filled up  with voxels as 
described in subsection !#. The scaled and deformed spleen had a volume of 163.4 cm3. Next 
we put the voxel representation of the spleen into the original voxel model in accordance with 
subsection !*. Here we neutralized the original spleen by transforming its grey values into 
the grey values for muscle tissue. Finally we applied our fine tuning algorithm of subsection 
!,[18]. As a result we get a volume of 150.01193 cm3 which indeed is not larger  than the 
objective (ICRP) volume plus a half of the voxel volume (0.1875 cm X 0.1875 cm X 1.0 cm = 
0.0351563 cm3).  
The relevant slices of the final result are shown in figure 6 (right column) as well. Since the 
whole spleen is approximately reduced by a factor of 0.5, a spleen layer of the original voxel 
model does not match with numerical the same layer of the modified voxel model in general. 
With respect to the spleen, one has to compare slice I with slice IV, slice II with slice V, and 
slice III with slice VI. The comparison shows nicely the reduction of the spleen as well as the 
small bump. 
The handling time for the method, which is depending on the specific organ among others, 
was less than 20 minutes for the spleen. 


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A method for modifying segmented human voxel models has been presented in this proposal. 
The method is useful for adapting voxel representations of organs to listed reference values 
(which could be values of the Reference Man [17] for example) or vice versa for adapting 
reference organs to specific realities. 
The method consists of six steps:  Generation of a triangulated surface, ! Surface scaling 
and shifting,  " Surface deformations and rearrangements, # Generation of a voxel 
representation, * Inserting the voxel representation into the original voxel model, and , Fine 
tuning of the voxel volume. The steps have been explained in detail. Difficult tasks 
concerning visualization and 3D graphics were solved by using the commercial software 
packages ANALYZE, AVW, and AMAPI. The method can be performed by every scientist. 
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It is only a small knowledge in computer science necessary. The method can serve as basis for 
a user-friendly modification program for segmented human voxel models. 

The method was demonstrated by means of the spleen of a leukaemia patient. The spleen has 
a smooth surface. Applications with organs having more complicated shapes, like the stomach 
or the intestine for instance, will be subject of a forthcoming paper.  


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

Accept voxel;
break
 IP < 0 ?
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Original Modified
(size & shape)
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
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